
Disclaimer
This product is not a toy and is not suitable for children  
and people under 18 years of age.
Before using this product, please read this statement 
carefully. Use of this product shall be regarded as 
recognition and acceptance of all contents of this 
statement. In the course of using the product, Users are 
responsible for all consequences arising as a result of the 
actions. User obligation for use of this product is for 
legitimate purposes only, and agrees to comply with 
these policies and guidelines related to Hunan Keyshare 
information Technology Co., Ltd., & Keyshare US Inc. 
(hereinafter referred to as Keyshare).
Keyshare is not liable for any direct or indirect liability of 
personal injury and compensation due to property damage 
if User does not follow the safety guidelines. User is 
responsible for understanding local and federal laws 
regarding UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) operations, 
including, but not limited to, the safety operating 
instructions.
Safety Summary
This product is a multi-rotary winged aircraft, and it will 
provide an excellent flying experience under good 
operating conditions including regular power, providing 
the parts are not damaged.
Please read the KIMON quick start manual completely 
and familiarize yourself with the functions of the aircraft, 
before starting operation. Safety and correct operational 
procedures are imperative. Improper handling of the 
product and lack of safety awareness can cause damage 
and loss of property, and may even cause serious injury 
to the operator and others. KIMON aircraft has certain 
safety risks, because wires and small parts may present 
a danger to children. Please do not let children play with 
KIMON and make sure to pay special attention around 
children.
Do not use any non-Keyshare parts. User must strictly 
follow, with compliance, the KIMON quick start guide to 
install and use the product.
Product Care
1.  Do not immerse in water or other liquids. If the
     equipment is exposed to liquids or moist air, wipe
     clean with a soft clean absorbent cloth.
2.  It is prohibited to use alcohol, oils, diluents or other 
     flammable agents to clean or maintain the equipment.
3.  Do not store the equipment in humid or dusty places. 
4.  Do not use or store the equipment in direct sunlight  
     or high temperature, or in extremely cold environments.
5.  If the device begins giving off smoke or strong  odor,     
     please stop using the device immediately.
6.  Replace deformed and damaged propellers.
Legal guidelines
To avoid violations, possible injury and loss, please make 
sure to observe the following terms:
   

warning
1.  Do not fly in the vicinity of flying manned aircraft. Land   
     immediately if necessary.
2.  Prohibit the use of aircraft in densely populated areas. 
     These areas include: sports stadiums, exhibition
     centers and concerts with game or event activity 
     in process.
3.  Ensure that the flying aircraft does not affect large
     manned aircraft on the determined route. Be vigilant to 
     avoid other aircraft.
4.  Prohibited fly zones in accordance with the law include:
     airports, borders and major cities. 
Caution
1.  Do not fly in height restricted airspace.
2.  Ensure that aircraft is flying in your visual line of sight. 
     Arrange observers to help monitor the aircraft position 
     if necessary.
3.  Prohibit the use of any aircraft carrying illegal and 
     dangerous goods.
Attention
1.  Make sure you have a clear understanding of flight  
    categories (for example: entertainment, business, or
     commercial). Make sure to obtain a license from the
     relevant industry departments before the flight if  
     applicable. Consult the local law enforcement & FAA 
     for detail instructions of flight activities if necessary.
2.  Do not use in sensitive facilities, such as: power plants, 
     hydroelectricity stations, prisons, vital communication 
     lines, government buildings and military installations.
3.  Always respect people's privacy when using the aircraft.     
      Prohibit the use of this product in any unauthorized 
      surveillance activities, including but not limited to 
      individuals, groups, events, performances, exhibitions  
     or building surveillance.
4.  Please note that in some regions and countries, though  
      not for commercial purposes, to use the camera to video 
      or photograph people, groups, events, performances, or 
      exhibitions, will violate the privacy rights, copyright or 
      legitimate interests of others. In some regions and 
      countries, small-scale aerial aircraft have also been 
      prohibited from participating in any commercial activities.   
      Be aware to understand and follow local laws and 
      regulations carefully before using. 
Flight restrictions
1.  Flight restricted areas include, but are not limited to,   
     large international airports, the borders between 
     countries as well as major cities. Also, flight restrictions 
     are subject to local laws and regulations. 
2.  The flying height will be at an altitude of 100 meters, 
     and the flying aircraft should stay away from all tall 
     buildings.
Limitation of liability
Keyshare does not assume any liability for personal 
injury and/or property loss (including direct or indirect 
damages) due to the following factors: 

1.  User is engaged in drinking alcohol, using narcotics, 
     or using prescription drugs, causing dizziness, fatigue, 
     nausea, and other poor physical or mental conditions, 
     resulting in damages.
2.  If the user's intention is to cause personal injury 
     and/or property damage.
3.  Any compensation due to an accident, resulting 
    in pain and suffering.
4.  User did not follow correct guidelines of Keyshare 
      in the assembly or operation the product.
5.  Use of non-Keyshare authorized products or imitation 
     products causing damage.
6.  Compensation for damages due to operation mistakes 
     or individual’s judgment.
7.  The aircraft natural abrasion (more than 100 hours of 
      flight time) rust, corrosion, aging lines and other adverse 
      operation of the vehicle itself.
8.  After receiving low battery warning from aircraft, but 
     user still did not activate landing operation causing the 
     aircraft to crash.
9.  Knowing the aircraft is in an abnormal state (such as 
      water, oil, soil, sand and other unknown substances 
     and parts are not assembled correctly, obvious failure 
     of main parts, accessories and/or there is a clear 
    defect or missing parts), forced start or damage 
     caused by misuse.
10. The aircraft operator is in a poor lighting, resulting 
     in impaired vision, visible line of sight is blocked by    
     obstacles, the operator experiences blurred vision, 
     poor vision, or aircraft is in magnetic interference, 
     radio interference zones, non-fly zones according 
     to government regulations, or any inappropriate 
     conditions for flying that results in damage of any kind.
11.Do not fly in harsh weather, such as rain or wind (more
     than grade 4), snow, hail and other adverse weather
     that is not suitable for flying.
12.The use of any user data, audio, or image data obtained
      by the aircraft due to other damage and infringement
      occurred.
13.Battery damage caused by incorrect use due to circuit 
     protector, battery set, matched charger.
14.Due to the use of other devices or accessories (including   
      memory cards), problems resulting from the indirect 
      losses, such as retrofitting of equipment, resulting in 
      abnormal power.
15.Any flying and shooting action but not operating
     according to the instructions.
16.The user must comply with all local laws and regulations.
17.All other loses are not the responsibility of Keyshare 
     within the limits of the information manual.

Intellectual property rights and the product manual is the 
sole property of Keyshare. No other organization or 
person has permission to reproduce, copy and/or 
distribute in any way without written consent from 
Keyshare. As a reference, published, you are required to 
indicate the source of Keyshare Information, and you 
shall not be contrary to the intent of the instruction 
manual references, deletions and modifications.
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Warning
Incorrect use, storage and charge of the smart flight battery, 
may cause fire, personal injury or property damage.
Function of Smart Flight Battery
1. Power level display: Battery has indicator light to
     display present battery power level. The indicators 
     would be activated as plain sequence: LED1, LED2, 
     LED3, LED4.
2.  Battery life display: Battery has indicator light to show 
     current battery life.
3.  The storage battery self-discharge protection: When 
     battery power is greater than the normal storage 
     without any operation, the battery can discharge the 
      power to protect the battery after 10 days. Self-discharge 
     process will stop at 60% power, there is no LED 
     indicator. It is normal for the battery to feel warm.
4.  Balance charge protection: Automatically balances 
     the voltage of the battery when it is charging.
5.   Overcharge protection: Overcharging will seriously 
     damage the battery, so as to protect the battery. 
     The battery stops charging automatically once it is 
     fully charged.
6.  Charging temperature protection: Battery will be 
     seriously damaged when charging process is below 5 
     degrees Celsius (41 degrees Fahrenheit), or above 45 
     degrees Celsius (115 degrees Fahrenheit). When the 
     battery detects these temperatures it will not charge.
7.  Over-discharge protection: Over-discharge will seriously 
      damage the battery, when the cell voltage is below the 
      minimum operating voltage, the battery will cut output.
8.  Short circuit protection: The power will shut down 
      automatically, once the battery detects a short circuit.
9.   Core damage test: This is prompted when the battery 
      detects damage or an imbalance.
10. Abnormal battery logging: LED1 will flash when the 
     power is to low or the temperature is too high, LED2 
     will flash when there is a short circuit or the discharge 
     current is too large.
11.Sleep protection: when the battery is turned on and 
     it does not receive any activity, the battery will go into 
     hibernation after 20 minutes, to save power.
Using the battery
Turning on/off 
Turning on the battery:
To turn on the battery, first quick press the power key and 
then keep pressing for one second. Hold for 2 seconds 
when the battery is off, the battery indicators will light up 
from left to right, so the battery will be turned on once all 
the indicators are on.
Turning off the battery:
To turn off the battery, first quick press the power 
button once, when the indicator lights blink, then 
press for one second. Hold the power button for more 
than 2 seconds when the battery is on. The battery 
indicators will blink from right to left, and the battery 
will be turned off.
          

Check the power level
When the battery is off, press the power button once 
to display the current battery power.  

Check Life Expectancy:
To check the life expectancy of the battery, when the 
battery is powered off, press and hold the power 
button for 5 seconds the battery indicator will show the 
remaining life of the battery, after two seconds the 
battery indicator will turn off.
Note:  When the battery life displays as 20%, it is not 
recommended to keep using.

Battery damage testing
If a single cell of battery has failed, user can turn on the 
battery to check the damage through the battery 
indicators.

Charging
Before you install or remove the battery, the battery 
must be powered off. Diagram is as follows:

Note: Please use original KIMON accessories to charge 
battery. Re-charge battery after cool down period.
Battery Maintenance  
1. Batteries should be kept out of reach of children.
2. Charging: User must always use an authentic Keyshare 
     charger, and also must use an original KIMON flight 
     battery. 
3. Do not use or store the battery near heat sources, 
    such as direct sunlight, radiators, fires or ovens. The 
     ideal battery storage temperature is 22 ~ 28 ℃, do 
     not store batteries in temperatures less than -10 ℃ 
     or above 45 ℃.
4. Please store the battery under cool & dry condition if 
     the battery is not going to be used for a long period 
     of time. 
5. The battery must not come in contact with liquid. Do not 
     transport or store the battery with watches, jewelry, 
     hairpins or other metal objects.
6. Do not strike, puncture, crush or throw the battery.
7. Every three months or 30 battery charges, user needs 
     to apply a full charge and discharge process to ensure 
     the best working condition of the battery. Standard 
     procedure of charge and discharge: discharge battery 
     power level to be around 10% (shows as LED1 quick 
     flash), then re-charge battery to be 80% (LED3 remain 
     bright).
8.  Regularly check battery life expectancy. It is recommended 
      that you replace with a new battery, once battery indicator 
      shows low life expectancy alarm.
Disposal
1. Do not dispose of the battery as daily normal waste. 
    Batteries contain hazardous chemicals and must be 
    discharged completely then disposed of in a specific 
    container, please follow local law and regulations of 
    battery recycle and disposal process.
2. If battery fails to discharge completely due to the power 
    switch, please do not discard the battery directly. You 
    should contact a professional battery recycling company 
    for disposal.
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Aircraft 
Total Weight 
Power Battery 
Max Rising Speed  
Max Descending Speed
Max Horizontal Flying 
Speed 
Flight time  
Flying temperature
GNSS 
Flight Mode

Flying Relative Height
Flying Relative 
Horizontal Distance:
Camera
Image sensor
Lens

Photo resolution
Video resolution

Shooting Mode

Support File Format

Support Memory Card 
Type

Image Transmission
Battery charger 
Charging Way 
Voltage & Current
Power output
Aircraft batteries
Type
Capability
Voltage
Power 
Charging Surroundings 
Temperature
Discharging Surroundings 
Temperature
Charging /Discharging 
Surroundings Relative 
Humidity 

530g
High-voltage 3S/2000 mAh/10C）
Outdoor 1m/s  Indoor 0.5m/s
Outdoor 1m/s  Indoor 0.5m/s
Outdoor 5m/s  Indoor 0.5m/s

15min
0℃~40℃
GPS/GLONASS
GPS(One key take off, hover, 
landing and returning)
50m
100m

箱 
16 million pixels、1/2.3”
1/2.3”100 Angle Distortion-free 
(software correction) 
16M/12M/8M/5M
4K/25FPS、1080P/60FPS、
1080P/30FPS、720P/120FPS
General photos、General video、
Self-timer Photo、 Slow motion 
video、Continuous shooting;
Photo formats：JPG；
Video format：MOV
Micro SD Card；
Max Support 64GB Capacity, 
transmission speed over class 10
Wi-Fi 480P

Direct-current (DC)
13.05V 1.8A
26W

Li-Po 3S
2000 mAh
11.4V
22.8Wh
5 °C~45 °C

5 °C~45 °C

<80%

Appendix

Technical specifications

Safety Operation Instruction of Smart Flight Battery

Manufacturer:  Hunan Keyshare Information Technology Co., Ltd.
US Office: Keyshare US Inc., 210 Wood Road, Oxnard, CA 93033
Hotline：1-888-803-3766
Official Website: www.keyshareus.com


